The views in this publication are those of the individual writer and do not reflect those of Marian College.

If THIS is Wonderland I think I'm going home!

Alice in Wonderland this weekend at Marian

-Susan Close
To The Masses:

Last Monday night, October 4, 1976 at 7:30 p.m., a program on rape, its prevention, and the nature of the problem was offered to Marian College students. An off-campus expert, Ms. Diane L. Doherty, President of Women United Against Rape, kindly accepted the invitation to present her program including film, presentation and discussion. Indianapolis' Women United Against Rape were instrumental in initiating and implementing a blue print program for the entire nation on the prevention and handling of rape victims. Numerous professionals are involved in this program as opposed to hot-line "volunteers", and this difference has paid off in benefits to the victims.

There were two people there for the program at 7:30. With some "recruiting" a total of seven students were present. Ms. Doherty decided to cut the film and gave an abbreviated presentation of her program for fifteen minutes. From this short talk I can see we missed a very worthwhile program. Nevertheless to say, I felt badly that she came for a no-show.

I understand busy schedules; perhaps midterms being a week away kept you all from attending. She will come back when a "better time is selected." But I do not know of one - there are very few classes on Monday nights. Possibly Monday night football may be too great a competitor. I thought her program was well publicized and anticipated a rather good crowd due to its timely message. Programming is a weakness here a Marian College; however, response to programming is too.. I do not know what to do.

I am hesitant to bring people on campus as guests. It is very embarrassing for the person to be brought on campus as an expert in her field, only to find that her message evidently is not important enough to merit attendance. I hope this situation did not "turn her off" to Marian College.

If this type of program is not wanted, please let me know. I also need to know what types of programs you want offered that is within our budget of free or less.

Thank You,
Merle Tebbe

To the Masses:
What's with the Doyle Hall R.A.'s this year? I know that they are not the only one to notice a change this year in their philosophies. What their new philosophies about their jobs and how they came by the sure has puzzled me.

In the past the R.A.'s philosophy was that his presence in the dorm was not for police, or mothering purposes. He said he always had better things to do than play "Frank Cannon". As you probably know, "policy violations (busts)" this year are up tremendously and the cracks and holes of Doyle Hall are being frequented by what appears to be bionic sight, hearing, and smelling.

I've heard that some R.A.'s feel that through excessive busting, violations will decrease but this will only accomplish a decrease in spirit, enrollment, and the chances mature growing in an independent society. Besides, did prohibition stop people from drinking? No! It just created a bigger black market (no ethnic purity intended). This punishment still hasn't been proved to be a deterrent from crime in the U.S.

Seeing as all policies on visitation are on probation, sending excessive violation, you just tearing down that which you've helped to erect.

An R.S. from Notre Dame told me last week that he was merely a counselor and an overall aid to a better standard of dorm living. They did no police work, as on Marian, nor were they paid or expected to.

For instance: Why last Thursday night was it necessary for the Doyle Hall R.A.'s to tell the mixed crowd of men and women, outside of Doyle to get inside their respective dorms or their names would be taken. Shaving cream and water never hurt anyone. What gives you the right! I could possibly give security reasons but that's only cause some of them are bigger than us (sorry girls!). If you were really worried about security you could do something about there being no screens on half the windows, the leaking roof on the third floor that's going to fall in, and all the undesirable hopping or crawling around the wash-room facilities.

It just seems like the only security I really need this year is security from the R.A.'s and I haven't even been busted yet. The last person I'd go to for help this year would be an R.A. but I know that if I ever needed one, all I would have to do is call "MOTHER".

Someone who remembers the phantom

It's Just The Tip Of The Iceberg

Space a smoky tappy footy.
She a woman and a blinker thinker.
Mouthed an intake and sunshine,
But she a foxy me touch my toesy.

Caut' doggry eyed by deceiver beaver.
So I pulled a thirsty and payed a ploppy.
Said a windy, wished a selfy.
Sucked ideals through a clippy.

Came fall circle, yawned a whisper.

Dear Carbon:

We'd like to thank maintenance for providing us with paint to redo our "home, sweet Pit" and the rest of the dorm, too. When we're finished painting come and see the transformation from pukey pink to orange glow, but don't stop here. Check out Blue Flag Iris (3W), Green Splash (3M), Baby Blue Eyes Lt (3E), Crescent Yellow (2W), Cherry Orange (2M), Green Icing L. (2E), and Yellow Daisy (1W). We're finally rising from the "Pits!".

Women of the Pit
To the masses:

VALUES: Alive and Well

Planning to live a full life now? Having trouble finding time and space to grow as a person? What are you doing about it? What can you do about it? How can you help yourself establish priorities in your life? If these are questions you are asking yourself, or wish you could be asking, come to a value clarification workshop directed by Eileen Cantin, C.S.J. on Wed. Oct. 20, from 7-10 p.m. in Marian Hall room 11. The evening will include a presentation by Dr. Cantin on life skills that can aid persons to choose freely from among alternatives. Opportunity will be available for guided practice of these skills.

thanks
Sister Sue

CRUEX CORNER

Intramural football begins Sunday, Oct. 10. There are only six teams entered this year, but there seems to be a lot of competitive spirit among them. I usually don't make predictions, but this time I will. I.A.T. will be my pick for the no. 1 team with the Truckers and Bad Joses giving I.A.T. all they can handle. The Little Kings with master-planner and QB Bill Doherty will be somewhere in the top four, provided The Flash doesn't take that spot. The Little Kings may find it hard to get past Terry (Bonzi) Byrne, who plays the front line for The Flash. This fact alone should give The Flash the edge. Finally, the Animals promise to be an exciting team provided they show up sober and even if they don't what the hell!

This Sunday games are:

1:00  Bad Joses vs. Little Kings
2:00  Animals vs. The Flash
3:00  Truckers vs. I.A.T.

Predicted winners are: Joses, Flash, I.A.T.

Also this past Monday the championship game for softball was played. Wild Cherry defeated Little Kings in 8 innings by a score of 4-3. The most valuable player was Ronnie Meyers who started the game with a triple, and played just as well at shortstop.

Until sports are no longer competitive,
J.S.

Are you bored with campus? Are things getting to be a drag? We'll take care of that. Watch for our little surprises. Hey Toads, get jumping! We want to see some action!

Unacclaimed Activities Board.

TO THE MASSS:

Recently, while amusing myself at one of the Marian Colleges frequent unofficial parties and doing field study work for an abnormal Psychology class, I found myself in a rather precarious situation.

No one realized that I was making observations because being incognito, I was acting as normal as everyone else. Little did I suspect that the funny looking little cigarettes they kept passing around were anything illegal or/and immoral. I was under the assumption that it was just an idiosyncrasy of theses typical Marian College surdents, for all I knew it could have been part of the new religious cult. An as a devoted researcher, I felt it my patriotic duty to determine the full implications of the situation.

Well, what can I say for myself. I had to "toke" along with them to avoid detection. Not that I condone the use of illegal substances, you understand, but this was purely for research sake.

I can actually only assume the substance being smoked was illegal because of the effect it had on me. You see, as I reopened my eyes after a long hit, I found the room had become quite disproportionate to its previous size. Taking inconspicuous glances and comparing my new size to that of the table leg, I was leaning on, I was able to determine I could be no more than six inches tall.

Well, it was obvious to me what my next course of action should have been. I should have notified the police and had this group of rowdy people incarcerated however, I couldn't reach the telephone and as I laid back to examine my alternatives, I passed out. When I awoke the party had disbanded and I had been swept up in a pile of ashes, wine and beer bottles.

It was then I decided my mission in life was to find inch a high private eye and become his assistant.

1 Funny expression used by the subjects of my observation in regards to their "funny little cigarettes"

2 Another strange term used by these typical college students.

To Sage Management:

I am a day student who happens to eat lunch in your cafeteria regularly. On Oct. 4 I entered the caf and the menu for that day was cold meat (bologna) and cheese sandwiches and some other mush. (beans and fritos) Usually I pay for whatever I happen to eat that day, which I feel is quite reasonable. But that day I was asked to pay $1.75 for the meal because of strict orders from the management, because that was the regular menu price. Well I feel, the price I had to pay for that meal, I should have stuck it upon your Beef Board and told you to eat it. But being a Catholic gentlemen------I couldn't!????!!!!! I think your prices should either vary for each meal plan or just pay for what you eat, whether it be, just a sandwich, salad, coke, etc. I KNOW you have to meet in agreement with your budget but please don't rip us off in the process.

Signing Off

J'N'

RAG
STUDENT BOARD MINUTES
Board meeting was held on Sunday Oct. 3rd at 7:30.

Treasurers Report; New budget recommendation for committees for the 76-77 school year was issued.

Committee Reports:
Academic Affairs; Next meeting Oct. 5th under discussion will be:
1) possibility of credit for Juniors Achievement work
2) two classes for Nursing Associates degree
3) recommendation for next year's calendar
4) degree program outlines
5) Early childhood program
any students comments concerning the topics will be welcome. The reps are Margaret Kluesener, Shannon Lorton, and Dave Papandria.

Student Affairs:

*DSA mailboxes were discussed. Col. Pille suggested that the Business Club take the expense on a a money making project. DSA could go half or a forth of the way.

*Student Recognition and Awards Dinner
A dinner should be held to honor students achievement. A committee was formed to work on this.

*Questionnaire
Drew Appelby and Dean Woodman will write up a thorough questionnaire to give to students who are withdrawing. We will work on this to try to go about improving the problem.

*Social Planning
There will be a Band for Parent's Weekend in Allison Mansion and will play from 8:30 to 11:30.

*Classes
Seniors, Retakes for pictures will be Oct. 22. Juniors, Officers meeting was held Mon. at 9:00.

*President's Report:
ISA meeting was held Sun. Oct. 3 here at Marian. Executive Board meeting Mon. the 4th at 3:30; Leadership workshop the 8th and 9th at Ranch Framasa for student leaders. Library Dedication Sun. the 9th at 2:00pm. Laurie Robinson, is now forming a committee to work on the Pub Proposal.

*New Business
The new calenders for next year and new class schedules. Meeting next Sun. If there are any disagreements about the budget, come to the board meeting next week, at 7:30 p.m.

Respectfully submitted
Tim Bader
Secretary MCSA

FREE PRESS

Anyone storing items in the Boyle Hall storage room, please tag or claim them by Wed., Oct. 16. Any items not claimed by then will be pitched.

Sun., Oct. 14 Student Board will discuss budgets. If interested please come, let your voice be heard.

Upcoming DSA Events:
1) Campout over Fall Break, Oct. 13-14.
at Cyo Camp Christina in Brown Co. More details coming soon.
at 8:00pm. Cider, Donuts, Popcorn, will be served, and oldtime movies and cartoons will be shown.

NOW AVAILABLE IN BOOKSTORE
* Current Magazines - Cosmopolitan, Sports Illustrated, National Lampoons, & Others.
* Gift wrapping matching bows & ribbons
* Tipped sneakers - Jersey - $7.95
* Gift assortment - wall plaques, beer mugs, Piggy banks, ornaments, & holders.
* Bike panty hose
* As well as the usual - toothpaste, detergent, etc.